
To all our beloved athletes and supporters of DanceSport South Africa – we

are now in a position where we need to put the record straight.

MEDIA RELEASE

10 JULY 2022

DANCESPORT SOUTH AFRICA AND SOUTH AFRICAN DANCE FOUNDATION (FRANS SEMA)

DanceSport South Africa is an established and highly respected Federation

globally. It is for this reason why we believe we should put the record straight

for the sake of clarity.

Frans Sema, Marion Baxter, Tebogo Tsholetsane and South African Dance

Foundation directors, instituted an application for a prohibitory interdict in

the High Court against the DanceSport South Africa (DSSA) previously

Federation of DanceSport South Africa. The purpose thereof was to restrain

the infringement of trademarks in the compilation of the words “Dancesport

Championships” and “South African Open Dance Championship”, which

are names of their events.

In his application, Frans Sema and his cronies sought to interdict DSSA from

using any of the following names:

1. FEDANSA – The Federation of Dance Sport South Africa which was born and

bred in 1994 and the custodian of dance and DanceSport related styles

representing Amateurs;

Dance Sport South Africa (DSSA) part of the name of the Federation

of DanceSport South Africa since 1994 and a private company owned

by DanceSport South Africa (former FEDANSA);

South African Dance and;

2.

3.
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His application was premised on the fact that he had registered the below

trademarks which fall under events category 41 according to CIPC, as SADF

trademarks, to stop all organizations involved in dance not to be able to

use:

1. Dancesport Championships; and

South African Open Dance Championship.2.

To simplify why we don’t understand Frans’s demand, DanceSport South

Africa (“former FEDANSA”), was formed in 1994 after the integration of

former black and white structures in South Africa. Since that time, the

Federation has always been the official controlling structure and sole

custodian of DanceSport and related dance styles in South Africa, issuing

Provincial and Protea colours in South Africa. As a results, DSSA is a

National Member Body of World DanceSport Federation (WDSF) formerly

International DanceSport Federation (IDSF). In 2011 IDSF was renamed to

WDSF to emphasize the global character of the organization. SADF is a

member of WDC which we all know that they are taking their athletes there

for their representation, while DSSA takes athletes to WDSF events as part

of the sport program aligned to International Olympics and Paralympics

Committee (IOC).

We therefore call upon all our Provincial Administration Branches, Associate

Members, and friends of DSSA not to fall under Frans’s trap. The court has

never said that Frans and SADF are the custodian of DanceSport in

South Africa or the only organizers of dance or bring the unity that

they failed to realize since the new South Africa in 1994. It is surprising

that they now want to call upon all organizations in one room to discuss.

They are clearly already giving themselves leadership status to the industry.

We are not surprised by this claim of unity, while we all know their tactic of

wanting to be the oppressor to all dance organizations in South Africa that

have their own autonomy.
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We also have it in good authority and with evidence that we have put in

front of the honorable court what Frans Sema and his cronies want to do. In

his correspondence with a former Dance Administrator (name known to

us) he has clearly indicated his malicious intention as follows: We

quote “I have on numeral occasions impressed upon the United

Association of Teachers of Dance (UATD -“professionals body”) having

achieved its mission of taking over SAD&DC (“professionals body”) now

SADF, but I am now left on with LT (name known to us and the honorable

court) who understand and remember our mission while WT is completely

lost” close quote. From this you can see for yourself what South African

Dance is dealing with greedy and power-hungry people to satisfy their

selfish interests. The former Administrator further said, we quote “Black

dancers are under attack from coloureds and whites. My proposal is for

YOU (Frans) to resign from the SADF and let’s go into exile to re-build

dancing for black people, black professionals, black dancers, and black

parents” close quote. There are further quotes which we believe shouldn’t be

of public consumption as they will cause more damage that they have

already caused.

Post the court order in June, which we appealed and continue to appeal, just

as an indication of their desperation they have sent out a letter to our legal

representative indicating that University Sport South Africa (USSA)

DanceSport Championships should stop organizing the University

DanceSport Championships event on the basis that they have trademarked

the name DanceSport Championships which they claim USSA is infringing

on. And they further demanded that DSSA should release a statement to

withdraw the name USSA DanceSport Championships. To further

demonstrate their extreme desperation which we will make you

understand soon, outside the court order they have now at their own will

demanding that no one should also use the reference of the phrase: South

Africa DanceSport. As to where this is coming from only SADF with their

desperate mind knows.
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However,  we  are  not  surprised with  the  timing  of  their  media  release.  

The week  commencing  28
th

June  their  intention  was  to  interdict  USSA  

and  DSSA,  now this weekend they sent out their so-called media release 

just to try and confuse our athletes who have been supporting them 

throughout without any conditions. 

The High Court understood that  both  the DSSA and SADF are in the  

business of Dancesport,  with  the  former organizing it at amateur level  

and the latter in the professional level. We do not understand as to why  

SADF, since it was born from SAD&DSC, a professional body, doesn’t focus 

on organizing dance at a professional level.

We will continue protecting the rights of our athletes, the matter has now 

been escalated to the Supreme Court of Appeal in Bloemfontein. It is now 

time to protect South African dance from the obvious desperate SADF under 

the pretense of organizing dance on behalf of you. We call upon all dance 

structures to institute Civil Action against SADF and a petition.
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#handsoffDSSA, #SADFmustFall, #WeAreDSSA

For and on behalf of DSSA NEC
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As a result, and demonstration of this move by SADF, we ask ourselves if the 

issue is the name only or any other business and why is it that they are not 

taking the likes of DanceSport Unity South Africa (DUSA) for using their 

supposed to be name. We will discuss TTT and Rumba in the Jungle soon for 

you to understand why all this unnecessary drama.


